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ABSTRACT 

Events and cultural manifestations organized in a region, make a circle movement around them, to all those 
actors. The activity which joins the actors of this markets or a select part of them, by the complexity of the elements 
inside, is the tourisme activity. There are many authors who focuse on the importance of cultural manifestations in a 
community and there are many written books, scientifics articles and studies about this subject. However, around some 
Romanian destinations, positive effects seem to focus over the destination 

 should be the starting point to get positive economics 
and financials effects and local income. There are local opportunities in each re
in my opinion it needs a detailed approach to each small destination together with an overview of the source region. So, 
in this way, it can be built and border the identity of each region, with what it has truely different, reported to the 
neibourhood regions. This paper, which apparently, focuses on the image of a well known des
emphasis and pulls an alarm signal, that the festivals and the other cultural manifestations, even there are the most efficient 
way to get quickly income in an archaic and an authentic region, do not create at least a specific identity to each small 
destination. And these festivals, holidays  and cultural manifestations  are organized in order to do this and over the fact 
that should make differences between small destinations, it should contribute first of all to develop them. Th

 point of view and there are 
not recents studies about this subject. The present paper approches the subject from the point of view of an identity which 
must sell a touristic destination. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Organizing the festivals, holidays and other events in a region, it is many times considered an activity 
which generates many administration expenditures, made from public resources, expenditures that 
generate a little income to local budgets. Those who get most of the income from the festivals and 
cultural manifestation, are companies and other economic agents and participators, which entertain 
the events. Because at the local authorities, all it matters is to get a subunit efforts-to-effects ratio. 
First of all, it does not matter the positive impact of those festivals and events, to create and to 
consolidate the sub- on by her own identity, thirdly, to join 
cognitively a sub-region, with a releaser element which launch the festival or the event, fourthly, to 
build, to promote and to consolidate the sub-
entire community. Often, the great efforts of the local authorities, inhibit the continuity of running a 
festival or a cultural event, even it is a small one or a big one. It is ignored the fact that such an event 
has collateral benefits in a region, being the most proper way to develop it. If these manifestations 
keep their continuity, it developed around them an entire infrastructure, not even touristic one, from 
the accommodation and food&beverage structures, adventures and entertainment parks to farms, 
plantations or any other entrepreunial activities.  

1.1. Conceptual Framework 

Economic literature has been debating for a long time the economic impact of the festivals and 
holidays through a destination. Most of them focuses on the urban events. Those events are the events 
which absorb most of the visitors and generate most of the sales revenue, for the authorities and for 
the citizens. Those are otherwise, also the most organized by the Romanian local authorities. But each 
region, urban or rural one, has something to tell. At the international level, there are many rural 
regions established as top destinations, just thanks of being organized and promoted through such 
events, born around to a sub-region element of identity. A community` s resource which can create a 
sub-region`s identity is affectively bounds to the community (Pele-Bonnard, 2016). Thus in India, 
annually, in every region of the country handle weaves and the 
tradition and the cultural value of this garment. The well-known French baguette is the reason to 
celebrate in all regions of France, through holidays dedicated to the homemade bread. Around those 
Fetes de Pain are organized concerts and funny events, inside to the traditional bakery shops and in 
the markets. All this is made in order to show at the entire world, that homemade bread is better than 
the factory-made one. French`s rural regions celebrate in spring and summer time, the snail, through 
sales culinary festivals, in Osenbach-Alsacia, Bertric-Buree, Cluis, Mareuil sur Cher, Digoin. Whisky 
drink is celebrated in holidays and festivals inside the rural zones of United States of America in the 
localities such as Luisville, St Louis, Atlanta, Milwaukee, in the rural zones from Scotland and 
England, in Edinbourgh, Hebride, Falkirk, Kirkrintilloch, Glasgow, Croydone, Londra, Inverness and 
also in the rural zones from Australia, around Brisbane, Adelaide, Canberra, Sydney, Hobart, Perth 
and Melbourne. Whisky drink has also dedicated international conferences and fairs, showrooms and 
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whisky tastings. Apparently these holidays are a form of practicing mass tourism. What is different, 
is the way how are organised and improved those mass tourism`s manifestations. This approach focus 
them on practicing thematic tourism, a niche market one, and adressed to a group of tourists well 
segmently. For example, in the neighborhood of Strasbourg, in the week between 26th of june and 3th 

of july 2022, were organized around 100 manifestations and events, in order to increase the tourism 
activity in the region. Manifestation`s time from one event to another varied from one day to a few 
weeks (https://www.jds.fr/). All the holidays and festivals were traditional ones, thematic ones, 
approaching very various themes, for all kind of knowledge needs. Some of these events were 
organized by the authorities, others by the volunteers, members of the community. Each of this 
manifestation attracted a relative small number of niche tourists, interested by the approaching theme, 
which transfered the way of practicing tourism, from the mass tourism to a niche one. This is a 
different way to approach this form of tourism, named events` tourism, deviding touristic market in 
some very well bording tourists segments, spreading visitors in much more subregions of the source 
region one, focusing collateral economic activities in more geographic points and elimitating in this 
way, the pressure made over one region or over one event.  

2. METHOD 

Taking into consideration the previous approaches and examples, in this study is starting from the 

holidays, is directly proportional with the level of a collateral involvment of the inhabitants, the 
authorities and the specific resources of the destination itself. Through differents research methods  it 
will try to infirm or to confirm this hypothese and to make some conclusions. The purpose of this 
paper is to analysed the importance and the impact of organizing festivals and holidays in order to 
sell the Maramures`rural region. The main objectives establised were to identify  and to present the 

 of how 
they are organized and how are runnig and to present the impact of those cultural manifestations in 
the community and in the region, considered as a touristic destination. The study made, supposed 
firstly, a quality research made by free observation over the rural community of Maramures and taking 
detailed interviews with some local communitiy members about the studied`s theme, in some 
communes with intense cultural atractivity. There were studied also some scientifics articles, 
publications, books and case studies having the theme such as the importance of organizing  festivals 

was made also a cantitative research, creating a short and relevant survey and implementing it over a 
sample of 70 local authorities from all communes of Maramures and a few very small new towns. 

t be taken into consideration in the proposed analyse, the factors 
which determin , known for 

re 
having many intense cultural urban manifestations and activities and got out from the sphere of the 
proposed analyse. The survey implementation  was made by phone, between the 24th  october 2022 
and 4th november 2022. Contact`s informations were obtaine
the localities` halls included in the sample. During the implemented time of survey, with each hall 
which does not answered to the survey`s questions, was trying to connect four times, in four different 
days. About the people who was answering to the survey`s questions, those were chosen in an 
alleatory way, but being part of the cultural department or having this kind of tasks  to organize and 
to implement the cultural manifestations in local community. The sample was chosen taking into 
consideration, firstly, the fact that the local authorities are the main organisers of cultural 
manifestations in the community, secondly, the fact that the local authorities know and identify the 
needs of the represented community, thirdly, the fact that the local authorities are also the decisional 
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authorities in the community, forthly, the fact that the local authorities know the community and her 
customs, know the demographic features,  the problems and the complains of the inhabitants.  

2.1. Touristic Identity of an Authentic Subzone 

of free people, inside of those the relationship between kindred are based on a very well establish old 
system of norms. Based on this system and on the fundamentals concepts about what is good and 
what is not, about what is right and what is not, about the human relationship with time and space, 
with nature and her inhabitants, were born the other essent ` 
identity (Pop, 1980: 20). This relationship of Maramures with time and space, bring to the present a 
distance from the native village, from the ancestral hearth and an alienation from what is meaning 
folklore, traditions
young families are gone in the European countries for labouring, and time and space seem to make 

 and humanity, for 
whom was so appreciated. Maramures` identity merges today with having jobs abroad, with absent 
youth, with having modern homes with nobody inside them, except in august and around winter 
holidays, when young families are turning back in their native villages. The hope of turning back in 
the ancestral hearth is still alive, but who`s turning back? The children and youth of these families 
who are integrate in the educational system of the countries where are labouring their parents? The 
aut
promote occasionally by the authorities inside of the tourism fairs and saloons and through some 
festivals, some of them periodically organized, others occasiona

adays from the beginning, not for the children to 
this places, but for keeping alive the memories of their ancestors, who laboured and lived in 

ood, an architectural style and a unique civilization, known as the 

. It is imperative to 

destination which is in fact the commercial identity and the touristic identity of an authentic region. 
The cultural identity of an authentic region supposes to border the cultural elements which 
characterizes a region, inside of a cultural space and to differentiate them from the others cultural 
elements of others regions. Burghele C. mentioned that in order to build and delimitate the 
authen -region touristic identity, the key element for approaching a specific identity is the 
territory (Burghele, 2021:183). The mechanism to build and to border, suppose firstly, rapportation 
to a physical territory, to a geographic region and then, to an ethno-cultural territory, first of all, by 

on of some 
arities inside of source territory. Making remarks to the cultural identity of 

Maram
can be described as an ethnographical region, defined and distinguished by others ethnographic 
regions through a specific traditional costume, through architectural style of houses, through a 

y to approach of most of the Romanian ethnographs 
and fol ed as being one of the most easiest region to define, not only 
because of the geographic unity and of the particularity of ethnograpfic and folklore elements, but 

ssor describes the concept 
ers, marks by the significant sy -34). 

The commercial identity has as a nucleus a product, an economic good, a service, a place or a region. 
This nucleus is placed and promoted inside of a market, helped by the marketing tools, in order to 

he 
end, to determine them to buy it. Pele-Bonnard C. considers that buying a service is the volunteer 
initiative of a potential cons  in order to buy it. Otherwise, the theorists 
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purchased, a service must be prepared to be sold. And here appears the role of those who sold it. The 
commercial identity has, in consequence, as a goal, to influence the purchasing decision of a potential 

are one, is easier to 
influence a potential consumer to buy it.  In this case, the potential consumer knows exactly what he 
wants, what kind of product is looking for and is ready to move in order to get it. While, on the 
contrary, when a product is ordinary, the potential consumer has a few options to choose from. Thus, 

because of their uniqueness and rareness.  It could be taken in consideration some products such as 
clay objects manufacture in the pottery center from Baia Sprie, woolen blankets woven by the artisan 

o-cultural elements or The Communism
Victims and Resistance Victims Museum. There are a few exa
should be promoted very easy by adding some commercial identity elements. But when we are talking 
about the identity of a touristic destination, we are talking about the tourism identity of a certain 
territory. The tourism identity of a territory should sell a destination, should tell a story about this 
destination, should place a touristic region inside of the national and international tourism market. 
The tourism identity of a territory or of a destination, became the touristic identity of this territory, 
when includes the borders marked by the significant symbols of this territory and when it is obligatory 
integrated on a certain touristic market, for drawing attention to the potential tourists, in order to make 
them to choose that destination in their travels. Regarding from this point of view, the touristic identity 
of an authentic destination is a function of that two variab
authenticity and the commercial identity of the same territory, a territory regarded from the 

formed approching by two directions.  

First approch is regarding from the authenticity side of a destination, when the destination is very 
atractive and it has many authenticity elements and significat symbols, being delimitated from the 
rest of the destinations. Such a destination is promoted it self and is sold it self through her unicity 
features. In this case, the cultural identity is the prevalent part in the content of the touristic identity 
of the destination.  Such approach is imperative in the case of some desti
or Bucovina. The second approach is a commercial approch, when the destination does not have to 
much authentic elements or significant symbols and needs marketing efforts to sell it. In this case the 
commercial identity is the prevalent part in the content of the touristic identity of the destination. 
There is the case of some Roumanian destinations as the rural territories from the east or the south of 
the country, which does not have many significant symbols of the authenticity which in order to be 
promoted as authentic destinations need marketing actions. In this case is better to find another 
posibilities of practicing tourism,  other forms of tourism. T
region is the result of summing th
and the commercial identity of the same territory, each of them being included more or less inside of 

Starting from this 

 cultural small space inside 
of a relatively large ge

and sell this destination, refers to an ethnographic space of a small geographic region. This, because 
the commercial identity is built on the small regions or on the contained elements from that territory. 

as the symbolic element, The Merry Cemetery. There for it will be much easier to sell any kind of 
touristic products which includes as a tourist stopover ported to the 
ethno -regions 
cultural identities and to identify inside of them some particularities through which can be build a 
commercial identity and then can be promoted and sold each region.  So it creates thus, a sub-region 
touristic identity of the authenticity of a small ethno-cultural space which can promote and sell a small 
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geographic space, very well delimitated and differentiated through ethno-cultural particularities and 
build a new touristic destination.  

2.2. Ethno Folkloric and Cultural Aspects  

An identify factor could be the ethnographic elements which make the difference between the sub-

which it differentiates from one sub-region to another. The traditional women costume contains a 

one village to another. At the neck, women have a necklace, made from very small and colorful beads, 
having different ornamenta
Valley, the chromatic background of the necklace is black and blue, very rare red or white. In Tisa 
Valley, the background necklace is prevalent blue and 

t, a rectangle 
neck-opening, being the only one neck-opening casing from the Romanians traditional costumes. In 
Iza Valley -

decoration are full of color, the most colorful 

but the practice and the modern trends determined a separate cut, resulting skirt and casing. Over the 
skirt, the women are wearing a kind of apron with horizontal stripes

horizontal straits have different colors, depending by the region, or even by the village source. In this 
way is made a difference between the sub-regions and is created one of the most powerful distinct 
element of the traditional costume and of course of the subzones. Black is the common color to all 
aprons from all sub-regions, then 

wearing lea e 
kind of ancient Romans shoestrings. This shoestrings tied in this way, 

e knited socks made from wool or cotton, with 

 he sheepskin coat is short until waist and is very different 
as decoration from one sub-region to another. During the winter, instead of the sheepskin coat is 

 

Men wear a hat over head, which is different from one sub-region to another, so as aspect and as 
name. O
color. In Moisei- 

p, decorated with thin feather. 

and large in the downer side. This pant is worn 
of Moisei an  ankle. During the winter, over the pant, men wear a kind 
of thick fleece pant. By the waist, they wear a leather wide belt, decorated or not with beads, metallic 

traditional costume of Maram -regions
particularities is characteriz
colo n. But the 

-region to another, are hat, 

aprons can be identify the sub-regions and sometimes also the village source. The traditional dance 
-cultural element, are a spectacular show which joins every 
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traditional event from the village life. The spectacularity is stimulated by fast rhythm of music and 
dance, by the colorful traditional costume, by the specific features of each events where is manifested 
and by the particularities of each sub-region. As an ordinary features to all sub-region, the traditional 

horeography is prevalent highlighted because of the fast rhythm and joyful 
steps and music. The small and fast steps are followed by the fast spinning of the dancers. Then each 
sub-region has its own folklore  

On Iza Valley, the folklore singers are accompanied by the stringed and percussion instruments and 
are singing most of the time in a group of two or more members, the rhythmic folklore songs. In the 
lack of instruments, fast rhythm of songs is obtained through clapping hands or with the feet on the 
floor, which - hythm of this clapping is 
unconfused and is the first element of authentic folklore which made to be recognize the music from 

-
to this subzone. On Chioar Valley is highlighted 
particularity, the snap of the fingers, which is an accompaniment element of the traditional dance. 
The traditional music on Chioar Valley uses less the accompaniment of music instruments and is 
remarked by - -
region is highlighted - - which is the 
song of shepherds in the mountains together with the accompaniment of some  

On Tisa Valley is highlighted 
unicity of the main touristic resource, the Merry Cemetery. From the folklore of this sub-region are 
remarked the identity elements such as 

dance, but are the ordinary identity elements with those of others sub-regions of Maram
-region, being lingvistique 

elements known only at regional level. Only a speaker with very advanced knowledges of Romanian 
language or a mother tongue speaker could perceived the dialect differences. Not being a visual 

subregions. But it could be taken into consideration, as an identity element, 
in order to mak -regions in the domestic tourism, or in 

emphasizes, beside the ethno-cultural aspects, also a territorial delimitation from the inhabitants 

countries by the in
Valley, Mo specially to Italy and England, meantime the inhabitants 

pecially 
through France and Italy. 
the relig
the territory, were formed some confessional trends, which determinated the appearance of some 
confessional communities. Surprisely, the subregionals borders are kept. Thus, there is a confessional 

there are Ucrainians commu
Tisa Valley. This communities have a separate identity, well coagulated, territorial delimited by the 
existance of some wellknown Ucranian and Hungarian villages, but also ethnocultural and religional 
delimitated, having prevalent ortodox and reformed religion. Rapported to my reaserch, in order to 
catch the importance given at organizing festivals and hollydays in rural communities, this ethnic 
communities organized festivals and holidays which emphasised the ethnic custums and should only 
be promote themselves,  to  build further, a strong territorial image, in order to develope and promote 
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based principally on meat and chees products. Most of the region is an ecologic one, so almost every 
ingredints found here are ecological ones, even there are not having the Europeean recognised marks 
of the ecological products. But the main cullinary product, wellknown around the entire word, even 

-how and as a symbol of this 

plums, but also 

described factors, it can be border four territorial subregion, with an authentic sub-region touristic 
identity: the first one is t

     

3. FINDINGS 

The implemented survey focused to get some answers which to evidentiate the importance given by 

awareness of  this role inside to the communities. In order to catch the reality from the sample
localities and the importance given to organizing festivals, the implementation of the survey was a 

sample. Overall, inside of 32 localities with their villages, were organized festivals and holydays, 
after pandemic period, meaning in the last 12 months, which represent 45,71 percent from those 70 
localities of the sample. Inside of this 32 localities which organized local festivals and holidays, the 

alues were prevalent, local folklore, customs, traditions, local costumes and 
local dialect, representing 56,4 percent from the organized cultural manifestations. Only 12 holydays 
promoted local traditional products and only 10 holidays promoted handmade labours or crafts, 
representing 14,1 percent and 11,8 percent from the organizing cultural manifestations. Most of the 

 for promoting 
the communities values during one day and only 3,9 percent from those 70 organized festivals during 
a few days, not much  than one week. Nowhere was organised cultural manifestations for a period 
longer then one week. 84,4 percent from the festivals were traditional fetsivals, organized each year, 
and only 15,6 percent were organized with spontaneity and occasionaly, at the appearance of one 

percent from the communities consider that by organising festivals was promoted only the 

strenghtened an identity of local community. Just a few, 20,3 percent from those 70 localities, 
appreciate that organizing cultural manifestations during last year, inside of the communities, were 

such festivals or holidays are a waste of financial resources. Only in 7 localities, meaning 10 percent, 
developped local infrastructure in different ways: firstly by rehabilitating some places destinated to 
organise events, secondly, by building and rehabilitating some acces ways and thirdly, by developing 
the economic and business environment from the region. Most of valid answers, 90,6 percent,  says  
that organizing festivals and holidays is considered a good and well way to develop local communities 
and 78,1 percent  says that should organize also another cultural manifestations inside the rural 

festivals and holidays, this appreciated that main reason  of not beeing organized was the lack of 
financial resouces allocated  from the local budget to such manifestations, also there were other reason 
such as the lack of attractivity, the Covid pandemy, the great volume of  labour, the lack of  human 
resources and the lack of a space to organize those festivals or holidays.  

3.1. Case Study, Festivals and Holidays in Recea Commune 

The Recea commune is localised inside of Chioar county, on the Chioar Valley, to 5 km far from the 
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subject of this case study, because of the 

and holidays and the valorification, in a very 
known for the activities which are organized in wine making domain and for cultivating tomatoes. It 

for a handmade labour less known, woven in sieve. The community, from all the studied communities, 
is the one which valorificate in a very well way, what this small destination is offering as resources. 
The inhabitants, very implicate in the rural community life, together with the local autorities, 
succeded to organize in the last year, after pandemic crise, festivals and holidays which promoted 
custums, folklor, traditional costume, local trade labours, local food and other local products and also 
local dialect. They also succeded to organize festivals or holidays which comemorated outstanding 
events in the community life. Some of the festivals were organized annualy, being cultural 
manifestations with continuity, others were organized occasionaly Very surprising is the fact that 
there were found resources inside the commune to organize each month, a holiday or a festival, in 

- -
 

authentic dance, the authentic folclor and the authentic music from Chioar. The holiday of preserving 
zed with the 

back from the  field, wreathing young women with wreaths made from wheat ears. 

  

Figure 1. Wreathing Young Women 

Source: 

Figure 2.  

Source:  

-
community, in order to transmit to the young generation, the secrets of local gastronomy. Volunteer 
inhabitants, having initiative, together with some representative local autorities, were bring inside of 
some farms, children and youth who were cooking together with the most skilled local housewifes, 
traditional cooked products which sold it then inside of a field celebration. 

  
Figure 3. Yard 
Source:  

Figure 4. Quilting Bees 
Source:  
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Being wellknown for cultivating tomatoes, 

- 

festival, the inhabitants had the possibility to 
valorificate the tomatoes which were cultivated 
in their gardens and also culinary products made 

- The 

activities, competitions between the inhabitants 

other to the   household labours.                                 Figure 5. Grapes arvest and M Preparation 
                                                                                  Source:  

All this festivals and holidays were  organized during one day or at most two days and from the 
touristic point of view, its can not be included inside of some manifestations which are generating 

provocate an  income tourism inside the region, as it was expected in fact, because of the short 
organized period and of the lack of promotion. Instead, this manifestations contributed very much 
to delimitade Recea by the other communes, to give it emphasis inside the region, to build that 

significant, so that the destination does not get a touristic identity of authenticity.  From the interview 
results that cultural manifestations contributed also to develop the local infrastructure through 
restoration, building or alocating some spaces to organize them, also to grow the communities 
income and to promote a positive and a beneficial image for the destination. The inhabitants know 
the importance and the role of organizing the festivals and holidays, in order to valorificate the 

 they consider a very positive and beneficial action to organize them. 
The Recea community takes into consideration for the next period, to build a museum in order  to 
promote the local authenticity and to develop the community. Even this cultural manifestations did 
not generate an income tourism in the region, they were developing the community and were 
bringing beneficials inside it. With continuity, perseverence and a few chages in the organizing way, 
first of all through growing the time of manifestations, secondly through creating a commercial 
identity of the commune, using some particular elements of cultural identity, in order to promote it 
as an authentic image and thirdly, through  promoting the festivals and holidays organized inside it, 
the community will attract tourists, will generate an income tourism and will animate the entire life 
in the commune through tourism activities inside it.  

4. CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings of the short but elocvent one survey, implemented over a sample made from 70 localities 

localities. 
principally by the authentic folklor, by the wooden houses and churches and by the traditional food. 
Certanly is not promoted starting from an identity which is very well delimitate on the subregions, 

the fact that this organized festivals focused first of all, to promote the image of the destination, a 
global image one, and then to delimitate the identity and not in the reverse order, as is right. The 
image of a destination is promoted starting from a very well delimitated identity inside of a geographic 
space. A surprising result is the fact that some communes appreciated that, there were not real 
beneficials for the commune and for the community, and this did not develop at all and on the 
contrary, the local festivals and holidays were a waste of money. This surprising result shows the 
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community lack of vision,the superficiality in making tasks, the lack of establised realistic objectives, 
the lack of involvement and the wish to get fast positive effects based on minimum efforts. This aspect 
is also evidentiated by the great number of invalid answers. According to Word Tourism Organization 

entails the movement of people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal, 
business or professional purposes. These people are called visitors, which may be either tourists or 

 
(https://www.unwto.org/glossary-tourism-terms). A tourist is define by the same organis
visitor (domestic, inbound or outbound) is classified as a tourist (or overnight visitor), if his/her trip 
includes an overnight stay, or as a same-
(https://www.unwto.org/glossary-tourism-terms). Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

the activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment, for not 
more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purpose, different from the place 

or he has her or his usual residence but outside his or her usual environment for a period not exceeding 
12 month and whose main purpose of visit is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated form 
within the country visited, and who stay at least one night in a collective or private accommodation 

(https://www.oecd.org). 

members. In consequence, this manifestations have got out from the tourism activities sphere. Being 

tourism activities, but sooner, some socialising ones for the community members. The festivals and 
the holidays organized in the rural regions of Maramures do not determine the touristic activities and 

hypothese 
is confirmed through the obtained results of the implemented survey, as the negative examples. The 
hypothes is confirmed in the study case made in Recea, as a positive example, where through the 
involvement and the thanksgiving of some members of the local authorities, through the thanksgiving, 
the involvement and the voluntary inhabitants, using the local touristic resources, it was succeded the 
valorification to this resources in order to develope the community and to obtain some local 
beneficials. But the positive effects of organizing this manifestation events are not enough, because 

communities are usualy not involved or reserved to allocate the financial resources in the marketing 
actions. This marketing actions are regarded only as some budget expenditures. But a commercial 
activity tool must not be analised only in the rapport with his cost, but must be taken into consideration 
also the concrete beneficials. On the contrary, any financial resources allocated for cheap promoting 
actions, which are not have as an established objective, getting some concretes beneficials, are from 
the begining very expensive investements for the rural communities (Pele-Bonnard, 2016: 116). The 
main proposed objective, should be to income tourists in the region and to transforme the stimulated 
activities around manifestation events, in the touristic ones. This because there are integrates by the 
authorities, inside of tourism activities, but in fact are not tourism activities, becouse do not attract 
tourists. A tourist should stay at least one night in the visited place, so the persons visiting the festivals 

excursionists.  

Firstly, to attract tourists, holidays and festivals should be promoted and announced with some long  
time before being organized. To transform a potential tourism in an effectiv one is needing time. This 
transformation process  needs effort by the community side, in order to make a festival well known 
and to promote it. This activities should be done before a long time to be produced. Thus, the 
neighborhood communities or potential tourists will hear about these manifestations a long time 
before to be produced, so they will take into consideration to participate. Secondly, to attract tourists, 
holidays and festivals should be organized during a long time, at least one week. So that, the potential 
tourists or even the neighborhood commun members, who heard about organizing a festival or a 
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holiday nearby, will have the possibility and the liberty to choose from the hole organizing period, 
one day or more, to visit the village and to take part to the festival. In this way, the festival

ay of visit, in which is organized it. In this case it can take 
modation in the villagers houses. Thirdly, the organizing 

community should be ready to receive the income tourists. The local authorities should be prepared 
to offer the usefull needed informations and the functional and prompt public services. Also, they 
should be prepared to entertaine the festival with artistic and cultural manifestations specific to the 
progress event. The local companies or contractors should be prepared to welcome the tourists with 
local traditional products, authentics ones and with the prices which stimulate the sellings  and the 
continuity of producing the festival and not the fast enrichment. For example, the local authorities 
could create some payable touristic packages which include the free of charge acces to some creative 
workshops and a few local products. Or, the local authorities could establish some own rules to visit 
the locality, such as the acces without cars, inside the village,  helping in the household labours, or 

village with somethig affectivly bound by this. In this way, the potentials tourists, beside the fact they 
will want to make a touristic movement for a few days, for a relaxing and entertain week, they will 
also wish to return, they will say to others and they will contribute thus, to engage the community 
development around that festival. Otherwise, the development of a community and the positive effects 
obtained as a result of organizing a local festival 
authorities, of the region business environment, of the inhabitants and with the participation of the 
destination it self, with what it is offers to the community, with the promote identity and image. The 
greater this effort is and the more it involves the inhabitants, the business environment and the 
destination it self, with what it offering to the community, the greater the positive effects and benefits 
are to it level.  

  

Figure 6. Participators at Getting  Positive Effects 
Inside A Community 

Figure 7. Participators at Increasing Positive 
Effects Inside A Community 

As a result, getting some significat positive economic effects, need firstly, the continous and deeply  
involvment of the authorites and of the others members of the community involved in organizing the 
festivals and holidays in rural communities, together with the inhabitants, not only through financial 
efforts, but especially through human resources efforts. The human resources should be very 
implicated in the community by the initiative and voluntary. Secondly, to get some significant positive 
economic effects need to valorificate the communities resources, which are the base for a maximum 
valorification of a destination identity, by focusing through that different values and just sporadical 
by valorificating some common resources to all communities. Thirdly, to get some significant positive 

helping by the inhabitants and by the destination it self. The involvement to one or two of this 
participators, will determine to get some incompleted and supperficially beneficials and will not have 
as the effect, reaching the main establised objective, those to determine the income tourism in rural 
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regions and to transforme the activities around rural  manifestation events in the touristic ones. A 
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